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Abstract: A finite element model is developed for investigation of temperature development of fretting between a cylinder 
and flat surface. The model is based on the partial sliding between the surfaces and the friction in the sliding region is 
considered the source of heat generation as a form of surface heat flux acting on the boundary between the contacting parts. 
The results show that temperature rise around the contact can be used as a tool to predict the friction force. 

Nomenclature 

1. Introduction 

The damage of mechanical parts under fatigue loading is a common cause of engineering structural damage. The oscillatory 
nature of motion and loading makes it a time-dependent damage. During the service life of parts under oscillatory loads, 
cracks may initiate and propagate due to the existing flaws in material due to manufacturing and other sites of stress 
concentration. The added stress concentration gives rise to the plastic deformation and the associated energy, ending in failure 
upon the continuation of loading. One form of failure may result due to surface contact of two components under oscillatory 
loading.  

When two contracting surfaces are subjected to minute oscillation, the component is prone to have a damage in the form of 
fretting. There exist numerous instances where failure occurs due to fretting damage including bio-medical parts to rivet 
structures. As a complex phenomenon, fretting is the reason for two types of damage which are wear and crack initiation. 
Wear is commonly characterized as the gross sliding while crack initiation is related to partial slip of two surfaces. There has 
been models to study effect of fretting on life of components. In most of models the stress-strain relations are used to predict 
the amount of the heat generation which are ultimately related to the development of damage. This is crucial for many 
applications to monitor the components under fretting and predict life of parts based on the measurable quantities. This is 
shown here that temperature rise can be used as a parameter to find the dissipated energy [1] which is related to fretting 
damage. 

Thermal imaging techniques are widely used for damage accumulation of metals due to crack propagation [2-5]. Using 
thermography, wang et al measured the crack tip dissipated energy and developed a fatigue crack growth model [6]. Jirandehi 
et al [1], proposed a criterion for determining the critical load limit of cyclic inelastic buckling of metals. They used thermal 
imaging and obtained the critical temperature required for the occurrence of this formal failure. It was postulated that below a 
stress level this form of failure does not occur and the value was determined based on fracture fatigue entropy (FFE). Bayati et 
al [7] used IR camera to track the heat dissipation and temperature evolution of additively manufactured material under cyclic 
loading. Accordingly, they assessed the fatigue properties including fatigue limit via the so-called self-heating method. In a 
series of work Hajshirmohammadi et al studied the fatigue crack growth behavior via thermal imaging. The stress intensity 
factor and temperature rise in the crack growth site were correlated and a relationship between crack propagation rate and 
temperature rise was proposed [8, 9]. In addition, the accumulated entropy associated with fatigue crack growth was 
measured [4]. Fretting fatigue which is a type of damage accumulation process can also be seen as a process of dissipation and 
there would be a potential for its monitoring based on infrared monitoring.  

Studying of fatigue damage accumulation during fretting has been a main concern for the last two decades [10-12] . Damage 
accumulation and energy approaches have been proved to put forward reliable results [13-18].for analyzing fatigue damage. 
Chen et al [19], investigated the local sites of crack nucleation under cyclic loading. They indicated that the locations of 
maximum locally stored energy best correlates with the crack nucleation sites. Crystal plasticity finite element simulations 
was performed to assess the behavior. Moreover, other factors such as dislocation density and dissipated energy were 
assessed. Jirandehi et al [15] developed a model for the statistical estimation of microplastic strain energy (SEPSE) under 
cyclic loading. The energy-based approach is also implemented in investigating initiation and propagation of crack in 
components susceptible to fretting fatigue. Fellows et al [13] proposed a microscopic approach to the prediction of crack 
initiation under fretting fatigue. They proposed technique determines the ratio of specimen life in the initiation and 
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propagation regions of fretting fatigue. Principles of continuum damage mechanics were utilized by Hojatti et al [20] ,to 
develop a damage evolution law for the prediction of fatigue crack initiation to propagation life ratio under fretting fatigue. It 
is worth mentioning that eXtended finite element was used for the calculation of crack growth region. The prospective field of 
energy analysis of fretting fatigue is the incentive for development of new techniques which ease the quantitative 
characterization of fretting fatigue. The new improvements in infrared devices have made energy-based methods applicable to 
industrial needs.  

Theory and formulation 

It is generally accepted that onset of fretting involves crack nucleation to a critical length which can lead to crack growth 
where the material is under bulk fatigue loading. This means that to find the crack initiation point, it is needed to find the 
stress distribution around the contact region. The energy which is dissipated during the small sliding in the partial-sliding 
region is the results of surface friction and the finite movement of the sliding parts. Fig. 1 shows the schematic of an oscillating 
half-cylinder on a flat. The well-known elliptical distribution predicts the pressure in the contact region as follows. 
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Figure 1. schematic of fretting contact 

In these relations,   is the width of contact region and the peak pressure is shown by   . In Eq. 2   is the elastic modulus and 
Poisson’s ratio is given by  . When a shear stress is applied on the cylinder, and the friction force is enough to prevent the 
surfaces from gross sliding, there will be distinct regions of contact as shown in Fig. 2. As it is seen in Fig. 2, the central part of 
the contact which has the length of   , is stuck and there is no relative sliding between the surfaces in that region. In the area 
around the central part, the two surfaces slide and has relative movement on each other. The surface traction is given as   and 
can be calculated in different regions according to the given relation. 
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Figure 2. Schematic of fretting contact zone and relations. 

The region where partial slip happens is where the heat is generated which is   | |   .  

As the heat is generated, the surrounding faces experience a temperature rise which is directly related to the amount of energy 
dissipated during the movement of surfaces. In the following a finite element model is presented to calculate this temperature 
rise.  

1.1.  Numerical approach 

Finite element method and numerical methods have proved to be a strong tools for the verification of results in many of the 
engineering fields [21-28]. Hence, an FEM is developed to study the fretting contact behavior. In order to implement the 
boundary conditions, the top of the half cylinder is subjected to normal force and oscillation in x direction. The load is 
implemented in two steps. In the first step, the normal load is applied on the top of the cylinder and in the second step the 
horizontal load is applied. To restrict the movement of the flat, the bottom line of the plane is set to zero displacement in 
vertical and horizontal direction. This restriction of movement is implemented in the initial step before the normal load.  

The classic Coulomb friction is used as the model for the contact friction. The friction coefficient is defined before the first step.  

The node-to-surface contact discretization is used as the solution approach of contact. In this approach forces acting on the 
slave nodes are crucial for the convergence of contact algorithm. 

Based on Fig. 3, contact pressure is distributed unevenly on the element in the three points. The force is four times larger than 
the side nodes. If the node-to-surface algorithm is used, this uneven distribution becomes source of error. The reason is that 
the variation of nodal loads can be due to variation of pressure on the element which may happen. 
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Figure 3. Nodal loads in a (a) first-order, and (b) second-order element. 

Three-dimensional, second order elements have the same issue except for the nodal loads which have different signs when the 
pressure is constant. This issue makes the solution costlier if the algorithm used is node-to-surface. The solver, ABAQUS 
standard, adds mid-face nodes to surface as well as second order elements if node-to-surface method is chosen. 

Fig. 4 depicts the two dimensional bodies in contact and the mesh. As it is shown in the figure, the mesh size is considered very 
small with the size of 2  m in the contact region.  

 

Fig. 4 Meshing of specimen and the pad for FE analysis 
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Both sides of the flat are restricted from movement to the left and right. The Multi-Point Constraint is applied on the top side 
of the cylinder to restrict its rotation. MPC are features letting the solution to connect nodes and degrees f freedom together in 
finite element analysis. MPC is used to enforce the boundary condition in conditions where normal boundary conditions do not 
give an appropriate solution. 

The solution procedure diagram is shown in Fig. 5. As it is seen in Fig. 5, the solution is comprised of displacement-stress step 
(step 1) and thermal step (step 2). The first step is chosen to be static general in ABAQUS which uses the implicit scheme for  

 

Fig. 5 Solution steps diagram 

2. Results and discussion 

The ABAQUS results are shown for the test specification mentioned in table 1. 
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Table 1. geometry and material properties of fretting contact problem shown in Figure 15. 

            
72.1     150   20    0.33 10    40    

  

The normal load is set to be 150 N and tangential load is 50 N. The present results are compared with [20]. As it is shown the 
stress distribution by the present simulation is in agreement with [20]. 

 

Fig. 6 Von misses stress in both specimen and pad in different stages of tangential load application. 

If the slip region is taken as the place where rubbing two surfaces generates heat, the amount of energy dissipated in one cycle 
is found by  

  ∫      
  

  

 
 

in which   is the shear stress   is the thickness of plate and    and    are the start and end location of the sliding region in 
contact area. In this relation   is the relative sliding between the calendar and flat for each point in the partial slipping region. 

The dissipated energy per area, which is considered as the heat flux between the two surfaces, is found by dividing dissipated 
energy   to the partial area of the contact region,    .  

This amount of flux is due to one cycle of fretting. To calculate the total flux per second, it has to be multiplied by the 
frequency. The following relation gives the amount of heat flux as the result of contact sliding. 

  ∫    

 

        
        
      

 
 

where   is the frequency of fretting. The stress can be achieved by the solution in both sticking and sliding region. In order to 
see the variation of stress we need to compare it in the two different zones. Following Figure shows the shear stress in the 
contact region 
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Fig. 7 Stress and slip in two zones of sticking and sliding between the specimen and the pad. 

As it is seen in Fig. 7, the stress increases in x direction when we move from the center to the sides. The peak which is shown in 
both stress and partial sliding is the margin between the stick and partial slip zones. This point is the location of nucleation of 
cracks as the fretting process goes on. This point is the critical location for movement of dislocations and consequently 
formation of micro-cracks. These micro-cracks become larger as the fretting process continues. Because the specimen is 
subjected to a bulk load, after nucleation of crack the rest of damage is the result of plane fatigue in the material. 

In the following figure, the energy flux on the boundary of the contact is shown for one cycle. 

 

Fig. 8 Stress and slip in two zones of sticking and sliding between the specimen and the pad. 
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As it is seen in Fig. 8, the heat flux has two visible jumps in the total region of fretting. These two spikes represent the location 
of shift between the partial slip to the stick zone.  

The thermal dissipation and temperature rise is found by a heat transfer simulation in ABAQUS. This requires one to link the 
solution from the displacement-load results to thermal FE simulation. In order to find the temperature rise, heat flux found in 
the previous step is given as the input to the heat transfer solution step. The element type is changed to heat transfer while the 
mesh is kept the same as displacement-load simulation. The temperature rise is shown in the following figure. 

 

Fig. 9 Temperature distribution on the surface of specimen is fretting zone. 

This is seen from the figure above that temperature distribution is symmetric around the axis of fretting normal load. The 
maximum temperature rise happens in the partial slip region where the contact faces has rubbing contact. As it is seen, the 
temperature rise is smaller in the central stick region where the two surfaces stick on each other.  

3. Conclusions 

A finite element analysis of fretting fatigue is presented for the purpose of finding temperature distribution in the contact of 
two sliding surfaces. The FEA is consisting of two steps. The first step calculates the stress distribution and partial sliding. The 
second step solves the thermal dissipation in the region of fatigue. It was shown that the dissipation can be generate heat and 
elevate the temperature of the two sliding surfaces. The thermal distribution is symmetric around the axis of fretting. Solution 
shows the potential of thermal imaging for investigation of fretting fatigue. 
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